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Berthold Bartosch and Animation 

During the early to mid 1900s there were many aspiring artists and animators making 

their way to the forefront. With all of these animators becoming ever the more popular, a variety 

of animation styles and techniques were brought about with them. These animation styles include 

hand drawn, which includes full animation and cell animation; stop motion, which includes 

material things like cutouts, puppets, clay, and other objects; and mixed media, which includes 

sand on glass or other mediums. One animator in particular seems to have caught my eye with a 

certain style of animation: cutouts. His name is Berthold Bartosch, a Bohemian-born filmmaker 

with a few notable works: The Idea (1932) , Chasing Fortune (1930) , and A Tremendously Rich 

Man (1932). Some films were even destroyed during World War II; only fragments were left 

behind. One in particular was a film that was in the works for years, but was never finished: 

Cosmos. But, what made his style of animation unique at the time? What did he offer to the table 

throughout his lifetime of film that caught the eye of many? 

Bartosch, in his relatively short career as a prominent animator, used a few different 

mediums in his films: cutouts, soap, objects, and even hand-drawn images. The techniques he 

used were quite interesting. In his most popular animation, The Idea, Bartosch used a 
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combination of most of the materials above, most notably, soap. "Soap is quite extraordinary, 

with soap one can do everything,” Bartosch quoted (Beckerman). Soap was used in many scenes 

throughout the film. During the beginning scene at around 1:50, you start to notice the 

character’s head transforming into a circular, rotating object. This lasts roughly until 2:39 [Figure 

1]. Bartosch used smeared layers and pieces of soap to create a light-like effect, which acted as a 

transition in this scene. Soap can be seen throughout the film, acting as background pieces and 

effects. While he did like using soap as a medium in this film, Bartosch mainly used different 

cutouts to capture the motion of the character(s). An example of this can be seen at 2:52 where 

the guy grabs the woman and lifts her into the air. If you pay close attention to the movement, the 

guy’s arm seems to pivot in different parts, attempting to simulate joints. Right after that, at 

2:53-2:54, you can see the guy’s hand change from open to closed as he grabs the woman [Figure 

2]. That is yet another cutout being implemented; swapping one hand for another, thus giving the 

film an overall better flow and range of motion. 

Aside from his most popular film, The Idea, Bartosch worked on a few other films in his 

lifetime. During the last 20 years of his life, Bartosch worked on a film about light and the 

cosmos. In 1960, a British journalist named Derrick Knight told of some of the materials that 

were seen presumably in the process of being filmed by Bartosch. These materials included 

smeared soap and gelatins, prisms, cosmic objects like moons and comets, and crumpled paper. 

But, after Bartosch’s death in 1968, there was no significant section of Cosmos found (Jayne 

Pilling, 94). It was suggested that these materials would be used similarly to how he used them in 

previous films; the soap would be used for lights, celestial objects, and transitions. 
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Although Bartosch worked mostly on his own films for many years, he also collaborated 

with other prominent animators. In 1919, Bartosch moved to Berlin to open up a branch in 

Hanslick’s production company. There he met Lotte Reiniger, a famous female animator who 

created many great works over the years, including the film Adventures of Prince Achmed (1926) 

and Chasing Fortune (1930). During this time, Bartosch collaborated with Reiniger to create 

Adventures of Prince Achmed (Giannalberto Bendazzi). In his role in the film, Bartosch 

integrated a few visual effects that took this film, you can say, to the next level. “On one hand 

Ruttmann’s soft, sensuous paintings on glass and his jagged expressionistic lighting and his 

exciting pulsating effects in the climactic duel between the Sorcerer and the ‘Ogress’, and 

Bartosch’s dizzying multiplane starscapes and hypnotic waves in Peri Banu’s waters all add just 

the right complimentary virtuosity and variety to Reiniger’s cutout figures and 

backgrounds” (Maureen Furniss, 17). This quote by the author of Animation: Art and Industry 

really explains the importance behind Bartosch’s role in this film, one, because his effects made 

some scenes possible and intriguing, and two, because it gave rise to Bartosch as an animator. 

Bartosch homed some of his skills during the time he was involved in the film, which later 

resulted in improvements in his future films, one of them being a huge hit. That is of course The 

Idea, as previously mentioned. 

Bartosch was responsible for many animations and films over the years in the 1900s, but 

sadly, some of his films were either destroyed during World War II, or in the case of one film, not 

finished, due to his passing away before he could finish. But, Bartosch still left us with very 

unique and handy tricks in the field of animation. His use of simple mediums to create intricate 
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effects and scenes was quite a wonderful process; the way he used these mediums and took his 

films to higher levels in the industry was one to remember. Also, he left us with one unique 

invention that would later lead the way to creating more advanced animations: the multiplane 

camera. This device made the animation process easier, and more advanced, due to the fact that 

you could have multiple layers of objects moving at different speeds and orientations. In his 

lifetime, he left behind things that can benefit the animation world for generations, let alone the 

entire world, seeing as how the film and animation industry is a huge part of people’s lives today; 

many jobs were created and many lives were affected by the ever growing film industry. 
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